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About Showcase 
 
The RRU Library Showcase is a venue for knowledge mobilization to promote RRU’s innovative, 
applied, and real-world research. Showcase supports RRU’s strategic research themes by 
providing opportunities to increase awareness of research and educational activities at the 
university, and by promoting research dissemination within and beyond the RRU community. 
Showcase serves to inspire students, staff, faculty, and the community, and strengthen their 
relationships with RRU. 
 
Preliminary Steps 
 

1. Choose a topic or theme based on your research projects or program on which to center 
your exhibit. Consider timing your exhibit with a residency in your School for which you 
are teaching a course. 

2. Review the Showcase guidelines. 
3. Contact the Librarian, Scholarly Communication (showcase@royalroads.ca or 250 391 

2575 x4324) to indicate your interest and/or intent in sharing your research through 
Showcase.  

 
Research Curation 
 
Given the ongoing challenges of sharing research outcomes to inform other researchers, the 
wider public, and decision-making stakeholders to increase the impact of the research on 
professional practice, it is essential for research to be openly available and communicated in a 
way that is accessible, engaging, and comprehensible. Curation is the selection and 
arrangement of content (e.g. photos, objects, text) in an exhibit or on a website. 
 
The Librarian, Scholarly Communication, will collaborate with you to curate an exhibit that 
communicates your research outcomes and facilitates knowledge mobilization. Consider the 
following questions to help guide the planning of your exhibit: 
 

• Purpose: Exhibits in Showcase should have a clear research focus. what is the purpose 
of your exhibit; do you want to showcase a particular research project or your entire 
research program, and/or research in progress? What is the extent of coverage for your 
exhibit? 
 

• Audiences: How will you engage a variety of audiences (other faculty, colleagues, staff, 
students, external stakeholders, the public) to best mobilize knowledge? 
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• (Re)Format: Articles and reports are an important part of sharing research, however, 
there are many other formats that are interactive, engaging and user-friendly for non-
academic audiences and the public. How will you reformat your research to best engage 
diverse audiences to facilitate knowledge mobilization? Could you present your research 
using photos, in a video, as an infographic or a data visualization, through art or music, 
or in a blog or on a social media platform? The Librarian, Scholarly Communication, will 
support you in reformatting any of your research outputs. Also see the “Reformatting 
Your Research Outcomes” section of the Academic Best Practices Curation guide 
(Clifton-Ross, Dale, & Hodson, 2019). 

 

• Copyright: Do you have all the necessary copyright permissions and ethics approvals in 
place to share certain aspects of your research in an exhibit format? The Librarian, 
Scholarly Communication will work with you to select content that is permitted to be 
reused and adapted or find additional content that is copyright-free. 
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